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We prove there is a well-defined notion of effective dimension for a certain 
class of recursively presented models. This subsumes the Dekker and 
Hamilton theory of effective dimension for countable vector spaces over 
recursive fields. The principal interesting new case is effective dimension for 
countable fields. The case of fields is a natural follow-up to Frijhlich and 
Shepherdson on explicit fields. 
The model-theoretic context is a countable infinite model with a minimal 
formula satisfied by all nonalgebraic elements. Marsh showed that the algebra- 
ically closed subsets have a well-defined classical dimension. Suppose an 
infinite dimensional such model is given satisfying the obvious effectivity 
conditions satisfied by the standard examples of vector spaces and algebraically 
closed fields; namely, recursive presentability, having a recursive base, having 
an algorithm for determining independence of n-tuples, having an algorithm 
for determining the atoms expressing dependence. We then prove the effective 
uniqueness of dimension for algebraically closed sets with basis extendable to 
a recursively enumerable independent set. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We prove effective analogs of the following well-known theorems. 
THEOREM A. Let K be a fixed jield. Then there is a unique vector space 
over K of given dimension. 
THEOREM B. Let K be a jixed field. Then there is a unique algebraically 
closed extension of K of given transcendence degree. 
The historical background to and motivation for these results may be 
briefly presented as follows. Originally the theory of vector spaces was highly 
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algorithmic (Sylvester, Cayley and the theory of matrices). The algorithmic 
point of view was subsumed under recursive function theory by Dekker 
[5]. Similarly the theory of fields was highly algorithmic in the hands of 
Kronecker, blacauley, and van der Waerden (Elimination Theory). This 
algorithmic point of view was subsumed under recursive function theory by 
Frohlich and Shepherdson [7] (hereafter referred to as FS). 
We now present two examples which serve to illustrate our main theorems 
and which we shall continue to develop throughout this paper. We have not 
investigated dependence in other structures in which van der Waerden’s 
axioms for dependence [14, part I, pp. 110, 2091 are satisfied, but Marsh’s 
theory does not apply. This merits further investigation. 
EXAMPLE 1 (Dekker [5], Hamilton [9]). Let U be the recursively 
presented1 countably infinite dimensional vector space over a fixed recursive 
field, for example, 2, for some prime p or the rationals. (In the language of 
ZZ we have a one-place function letter for multiplication by each scalar.) 
U is then a saturated model of the theory of a vector space over the given 
field. 
Let F be a one-one recursive function mapping the natural numbers onto a 
basis B of U which forms a recursive set. Let V be the map from sets (of 
natural numbers) to subspaces of U given by 
V(A) = subspace generated by F(A). 
Then FV is effective and if C is recursively equivalent to D (as sets) then V(C), 
V(D) are recursively equivalent (as vector spaces), that is, there is an iso- 
morphism between them which can be extended to a one-one partial recursive 
function. (The proof follows from the general theorems below.) 
The converse also holds: If  !B, 3 are recursively equivalent subspaces of 11 
then they have recursively equivalent bases (as sets). 
Since every countable dimensional vector space (over K) can be embedded 
in U, restricting our attention to subspaces of U is, up to isomorphism, no 
restriction. Similarly for the other structures we consider. 
EXAMPLE 2 (FS [7]). Let Y be the recursively presented algebraically 
closed extension of some prime field P with a countably infinite transcendence 
base which forms a recursive set E. Y is then a saturated model of the theory 
of an algebraically closed field of given characteristic. Identify E with the 
natural numbers. Let cl be the map from sets (subsets of E) to algebraically 
closed subfields of ,X given by 
cl(A) = algebraic closure of A 
1 For explanations of terminology see below. 
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(A considered as a set of transcendentals). Then cl is effective and if A is 
recursively equivalent to B (as sets) then cl(A) and cl(B) are recursively 
equivalent algebraically closed fields. (Again this follows from the general 
theorems below.) The converse also holds: If  cl(A), cl(B) are algebraically 
closed fields which are recursively equivalent (as fields) then they have re- 
cursively equivalent transcendence bases. (This converse is not implicit in FS.) 
2. MACHINERY 
We list only the most important notions. (Details may be found in Crossley 
and Nerode’s monograph [3], h ereafter referred to as CN, and a full treatment 
of all the relevant notions from model theory will be found in [13].) 
Let !lJI be a model for a first order language with equality; then ‘911 is 
recursively presented if 9.X + #~(ui ,..., a,) is a recursive relation on (the 
Giidel number of) the formula 4 and (the code of the) finite sequence a, ,. . ., a, 
of elements of 9X. (We note that in literature in the 1950’s and thereabouts the 
term “recursive model” was used somewhat differently. Namely, a model is 
recursive if the relation !UI + +[a1 ,..., a,] is recursive for atomic formulas 5.) 
We shall always use a, b, c,... with or without subscripts to denote elements 
of W. Further a formula written as 0(x, a, ,..., a,) will be assumed to arise 
from a formula 0(x, vi ,..., v,) with x, v  1 ,..., v, as its only free variables on 
substituting the (names of the) ui for the variables vi . 
EXAMPLE 1 (continued). The theory of (U, a, ,..., a,) admits elimination 
of quantifiers; that is, every formula is equivalent to a formula without 
quantifiers, or equivalently to a Boolean combination of atomic formulas. 
An induction on the construction of the formula yields this with the only 
significant case being that of the quantifier. But consider 3a, 0 where 0 is 
quantifier free, then 0 is equivalent to a Boolean combination of formulas of 
the form ui = z‘ aiuj and their negations, where the olj are scalars and the ui 
are a,‘s or variables. If  v,, does not occur in 8, 3v,B is equivalent to 8. If  vr, 
occurs then 0 defines linear dependence conditions on v0 . I f  these are satis- 
fiable in an infinite dimensional space 3v,B is true, otherwise false. Thus for 
U it makes no difference whether we take atomic formulas or all formulas in 
describing the recursive presentation of the theory of U. 
EXAMPLE 2 (continued). Again the theory of algebraically closed fields of 
characteristic p 3 0 even with a finite number of parameters admits elimina- 
tion of quantifiers (see e.g., [13, Corollary 13.31). 
Returning now to the recursively presented model ‘332, a formula $J(x) 
with no parameters and only x free is said to be a minimal formula if, for each 
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formula 0(x, a, ,..., uk) with parameters from ‘9JI one of 4 & 0 and # & 10 is 
satisfied by only finitely many elements of mm, yet I/ is satisfied by infinitely 
many elements of ‘&IL Elements a satisfying a formula 0(x, a, ,..., a,) are said 
to be soZution.s of 0(cf. solutions of polynomials a, + uax + ... + ukxk-l = 0). 
An element a is said to be uEgebruic over a set A C 9JI if there is a finite sequence 
a, ,..., a, of elements of A and a formula 0(x, z’, ,..., v~) such that a is a solu- 
tion of 0(x, ai ,..., a,) and for some finite k 
(9X, u)rreA + 3!“xe(x, a, ,..., a,) (1) 
where “3!k” means “there are exactly k.” An element a is said to be algebraic 
if it is algebraic over the null set. 
The algebraic cZosure of A, cl(A), is the set of all elements algebraic over ;2. 
A set A is said to be independent if a Ed implies a $ cl(A-{a)). A basis for 
a structure a C ‘91 is a maximal independent set of elements of a which 
satisfy a minimal formula. If  !IJI has x = x as a minimal formula then ‘9JI has 
a basis and for any basis B, $31 = cl(B). I f  ,332 is saturated and a is algebraic 
over A then there is a formula 0 as in (1) with R minimal. This formula 
8(x, a, ,..., a,), say, is then an atom in the theory of (‘93, a),,, , that is, 93 
expanded by the elements of A. For if not, then there is a formula 
4(x, ur ,..., a,) such that both 4(x, a, ,..,, a,) and 1$(x, a, ,..., u,~) are con- 
sistent with 0(x, ui ,..., alp). But ‘93 is saturated so 92 /= 3!k(B(x, a, ,..., a,) & 
fb(x, a, ,...)) for some 1 < k contradicting the minimality of R. A formula 
;g! a1 ,..., a,) such that 0(v, U, ,..., a,) is an atom of the theory of 
, a, ,..., a,) will be called an irreducible formula for a over a, ,..., a, . 
A theory T, or model ‘9.R of T, is said to have decidable irreducible formulae if 
there is a uniform procedure for deciding, given a, ,..., a, , whether a formula 
(b( v, a, ,..., a,) is an atom of the theory of (9X, aI ,..., a,) or not. In fact, we 
now show that we only need to consider parameters a, ,..., a12 such that 
a E cl{u, )...) a,). 
LEMMA 2.1 (C. J. ,4sh). Suppose 911 += 3!k~$(x) but there exists a non- 
algebraic a such that a sutis$es a minimal formula and (9J1, a) + 3!zx(0(x, a) & 
4(x)), where I < k; then there is a form&u d’, involving neither a nor any 
parameter not in 8(x, a) or 4(x), such that 93 + ~!CY(+‘(X) & 4(x)). 
Proof. Define a relation E on ‘9+lI by 
ECU, T 4 ++ W?x) - (W 4 - e(x, 4)). 
E is thus an equivalence relation, definable without parameters, and E has 
finitely many equivalence classes since 4 is finite. Suppose the given a satisfies 
the minimal formula x. Then since each equivalence class is definable with 
481/41/2-I I 
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one parameter, and since x is minimal, exactly one equivalence class intersects 
x in an infinite, and therefore cofinite set, H, say. 
Thus (a, : x(ar) & a, $ H} is finite with cardinality n, say. Therefore 
a, E H ct ~(a,) & Pz(E(u, , z) & x(z)). 
The given a $ x - H, since a is not algebraic, hence a E H. Thus, for any 
a, E H with +(x /, 0(x, u) t--f 0(x, a,), and so the formula 4’(x): 
3Y(X(Y) & 3’“4x(4 & E(Y9 4) & ecJ4 YN 
has the desired property. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose 
?JJh a1 ,.*., a,) + 3!kx4(x, a, ,..., a,) 
but there exist u,+~ ,..., a, such that a,,, $ cl{u, ,..., a, , a,,, ,..., a,.}, each 
u,(n < r < m) satisfies a minimal formula and 
(‘9x, a, ,..., a, )...) a,) + 3!‘xtqx, a, ,..., a, )..., a,) 
where 1 < k. Then there is a formula (b’ with parameters only from uL ,..., a, 
such that (‘Q a, ,..., a,) + 3!zx+‘(x, a, ,..., a,). 
Proof by induction on m. First we may assume YII contains the individual 
constants a, ,..., a, ,..., a,-, . Now we apply the lemma to obtain 4’ not 
containing a, using urn. $ cl{u, ,..., a,-,} an a, satisfies a minimal formula. d 
After m-n steps we obtain the required formula. 
We say that a, ,..., a, are independent over a set A if ai $ cl(A u ({aI ,..., a,} - 
{ui})). We also say that if a E cl A then a has degree k over A if there is a 
formula 4 with parameters only from A such that (%Ji?, A) += C(u) and 
(+%I, A) + 3!kx4(x) where k is minimal. The corollary to the lemma then 
says that if a, ,..., a, are independent over A and satisfy minimal formulas, 
then the degree of a over A is the same as the degree of a over A u {a, ,..., a,}. 
Generalizing Frohlich and Shepherdson, we say that a model !JlI has an 
algebraic dependence algorithm if there is an algorithm for deciding, for any 
given finite set A and element a of sY.R, whether a E cl A. That is, if a E cl A 
is uniformly recursive in a and (the code of the finite set) A. 
The next lemma is the fundamental one for dimension in model theory. 
LEMMA 2.3 (Exchange Lemma, Marsh [13]). If a E %R, a, b are not 
algebraic over X and a satisfies a minimal formula, then 
b E cl(X u {a}) implies a E cl(X u {b)). 
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For a proof, see, e.g., [CN, Lemma 6.21. 
If  B is a fixed basis for ‘3JI and A c / W j then B supp A, the B support of A, 
is the smallest set B, c B such that A C cl B, . 
The theory of vector spaces in a language with one place function letters 
corresponding to multiplication by scalars admits elimination of quantifiers, 
so a E cl{a, )...) a,} if, and only if, a is a linear combination of the ai . Hence if 
9JI is a vector space, then “basis” has its usual meaning and if B is a basis 
B supp(a] is the set of basis elements with nonzero coefficients when a is 
expressed as .Z& (ai scalars, bi t B). 
LEMMA 2.4. If !JJJJ1 has a basis B then B supp A is well-defined. 
Proof. By [CN, Corollary 6.71, cl X n cl Y = cl X n Y if X U Y is 
independent. 
LEMMA 2.5 (cf. [FS, Lemma 5.321). If 9lI has an algebraic dependence 
algorithm and a recursively enumerable basis B then B supp C is uniformly 
recursive in explicit (or canonical) indices of C for finite sets C. 
Proof. It suffices to treat singletons C = (~1. Enumerate B as b, , b, ,... 
until x E cl{b, ,..., b,}. Now check all the finite number of finite subsets of 
(4, ,..., b,J, using the algebraic dependence algorithm, to find the smallest one 
in whose closure x lies. This process is clearly effective and always defined 
since / 9J1 1 = cl B. 
LEMMA 2.6 (cf. [FS, Theorem 5.31). Let %N be a recursively presented model 
with x = x us minimal formula, decidable irreducible formulae and an algebraic 
dependence algorithm. Then (i) 9X has a recursively enumerable basis, (ii) there is 
an algorithm which, given any a E 1131 and any recursively enumerable basis B of 
‘92 yields un irreducible formula 6(v, , v1 ,..., v,) such that 501 + 0[u, a, ,..., a,] 
where (aI ,..., a,) = B supp {a}, and (iii) every recursively enumerable basis 
of 9X is recursive. 
Proof. (i) Enumerate 1 ‘9JI j. Let b, be the first element enumerated not in 
cl a. Let b,+l be the first element enumerated which is not in cl{b, ,..., b,). 
Since ‘91 has an algebraic dependence algorithm, B = {bi : i = 0, 1, 2,...} 
is recursively enumerable. Since 9Jl is countable, B spans (Jn. Suppose B is not 
independent, then there exists m such that b, E cl(B - (6,)). We may 
assume m is minimum. Further there exists a finite subset B, of B such that 
b, E cl(BO - {b,}) and b, E B, . Let b, be the element of B, with largest 
subscript. By the definition of B, b, $ cl(b, ,,.., b,-,}. But by the exchange 
lemma b, E cl((B, - {ba}) u {b,}) C cl{b, ,..., b,-,}. This is a contradiction; 
so B is independent. 
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(ii) Compute B supp{a} using Lemma 2.5 and find supp(a} = 
a, ,..., a,}, say. Now list all the formulae 0(x, or ,..., ~3 irreducible over 
;a1 ,... , a,} until one is found such that ‘3JI /= e[a, a,(,) ,..., a,(,)] where cr is 
some permutation of {I,..., n}. This is possible since %I1 has decidable irre- 
ducible formulas and !JJI is recursively presented. The first such formula B is 
the required formula. 
(iii) Let B be a recursively enumerable basis for ‘% Given a E XV we 
describe how to decide whether a $ B. This suffices as B is recursively 
enumerable. Enumerate B as 6,) b, ,... until an n is obtained with 
a E cl(bo )...) b,}. Now compute B supp a which must be contained in b, ,..., 6,. 
I f  B supp a is not a singleton then a $ B. 
EXAMPLE 1 (continued). As we remarked above the formulas of the theory 
of (U, a, ,...) a,) are equivalent to Boolean combinations of formulas of the 
form 
ui = ‘&iuj 
and their negations (where the ui ‘s are u,‘s or vi’s and the aj are scalars). 
Thus the atoms of the theory of (U, a, ,..., a,) with just au1 ,..., vu, free are 
exactly those formulas equivalent to formuas of the form 
vl = Zcd,iai & ... & v,,, = &,$zi 
which are consistent. Since consistency is equivalent to deciding the rank of 
certain matrices, the given basis B of U is recursive and all the processes 
mentioned are uniformly effective, it follows that U has decidable irreducible 
formulae. 
We also have an algebraic dependence algorithm as x E cl(u, ,..., a,) if, 
and only if, the matrices 
have the same rank where the uij are the coefficients of ui with respect to the 
basis B and similarly for X. 
EXAMPLE 2 (continued). Again because of quantifier elimination it 
follows that the irreducible formulas with just vr ,..., v,,~ free are the atoms of 
the theory of (X, a, ,..., u,,J and are thus the consistent conjunctions of 
formulas 
p,(v, , a, >...> a,> = 0 
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where the pi are irreducible polynomials for the variables zir ,..., w, . Since 
we can decide which polynomials are irreducible, it follows that X has 
decidable irreducible formulas. 
Note that the fact that, for characteristic p > 0, the irreducible poly- 
nomials may have repeated roots does not matter here as repeated roots are 
naturally identified and if %X /= 3!%( p(v, a, ,..., a,) = 0), wherep(v,a,,..., a,) 
is a polynomial in z, which is irreducible, then K is the reduced degree. 
Z% has decidable irreducible formulas by [FS, Theorem 4.81 (using work of 
Krull [ll]) if the ai lie in the transcendence base E of K. However, if the 
ad do not, then they are algebraic over some computable finite subset (6, , . . . , bk) 
of the transcendence base E. Then by [FS, Lemma 6.241 we can effectively 
find an irreducible formula e(v, 4 ,..., bk) for the given element. 
By [FS, Theorem 5.31 X has an algebraic dependence algorithm since E is 
a recursive transcendence base over the prime field. 
In the case that X has characteristic zero the algebraic dependence 
algorithm takes on a particularly simple form: 5, ,..., 5, are algebraically 
dependent if, and only if, the rank of the Jacobian matrix 
(3) 
is n, where {.$‘, ,..., [,,} C cl{x, ,..., xZLc> and the xi are in the transcendence base 
E [lo, p. 1341. And again SE cl{ti ,..., 5,) if, and only if, the augmented 
matrix 
has the same rank as the matrix (3) [lo, p. 1371. Alternatively, and in this 
case the characteristic is irrelevant, [FS, Theorem 5.31 shows the existence 
of an algebraic dependence algorithm as our transcendence base is a recursive 
set. 
3. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
For the rest of this paper we let ‘5X be a fixed recursively presented countably 
infinite saturated model with x = x as a minimal formula. Then ?l+Ij has a 
countably infinite basis B. We assume that we are given some recursive such 
set B. (Recursively enumerable would suffice by Lemma 2.6(iii).) We finally 
assume ‘9-X has decidable irreducible formulas. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Two substructures a, b of ‘9JI are said to be ‘%recursiveZy 
equivalent if there is a one-one partial recursive function which, when 
restricted to a, maps a isomorphically onto b (preserving the structure of m).2 
The equivalence classes are called %&recursive equivalence types 
(%%RETs). If  ‘$I is the countably infinite recursively presented model of 
identity with no constants we call the !lJ&RETs $-RETs ($ for sets); these are 
the original R.E.T.s of Dekker. 
Now we give Marsh’s [13] result that if A, A’ are sets of independent 
elements of m of the same cardinal, then cl A and cl A’ are isomorphic. We 
also prove the recursive analog of this result. Surprisingly this seems to 
require the purely algebraic result of Ash [I, Lemma 2.11. That this result 
cannot be extended to a functorial property (cf. CN) follows in the case of 
algebraically closed fields from a result of Ash and Nerode [I]. However, the 
present result does not require the degree 1 assumption of CN. 
We recall the conventions stated just before Definition 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A, A’ be subsets of the basis B for 9X. 
(a) (Marsh) If p: A --f A’ is a one-one map then p can be extended to 
an elementary monomorphism q: cl A + cl A’. 
(b) If  p: A + A’ can be extended to a one-one partial recursive function 
then p can be extended to an elementary monomorphism q: cl A + cl A’ which 
in turn can be extended to a one-one partial recursive function. 
(c) If A is $-recursively equivalent to A’ then cl A is %&recursively 
equivalent to cl A’. 
Proof. Since the basis B for 91 is recursive we may assume that in (b) 
there is a one-one partial recursive function p’ extending p with domain and 
codomain contained in B. A proof of (a) follows at once from the proof of 
(b), so we now establish (b). Let D = domain p’, D’ = codomain p’. Since 
x E cl X is uniformly recursive for finite sets, cl D and cl D’ are recursively 
enumerable. Since B is a recursive subset of 1111 we may enumerate cl D as 
co , Cl > c2 ,... in such a way that B supp{cn} C {co ,..., c~}; that is, the elements 
of B on which c, depends are enumerated before c, unless c, is in B (in 
which case B supp{cn} = {cJ). 
We assume, as induction hypothesis, that q has been defined on {co ,..., c,-r} 
in such a way that q(ci) E cl D’, q restricted to {co ,..., c,-r} is an elementary 
monomorphism and q(cJ = p’(c,) for ci E B (i < n). 
There are two cases. First suppose c, E B. Let O(v, ,..., v,) be an arbitrary 
formula satisfied by co ,..., c, , then c, satisfies B(c, ,..., c,-r , a,) and this 
2 In CN we called this Q9J&recursive equivalent. 
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formula has infinitely many solutions for w, in 93 as c, $ cl{c,, ,..., q-i}. Since 
x = x is a minimal formula for !IR it follows that there is a natural number k 
such that in ‘%X 
3@v,-p(v, )..., w,,-1) v,) (1) 
is satisfied by c, ,..., c,-r . Now by the induction hypothesis q restricted to 
{c,, ,..., c,-r} is an elementary monomorphism so a(~,),..., q(c+J satisfy 
formula (1). Hence 
l%hlL dCn-113 %I (2) 
has only finitely many solutions in ‘JJ1. Now p’(c,) 6 cl{q(c,),..., q(&} since 
B supp{q(c,,) ,..., q(c+r)} Cp’({c, ,..., c,-i} n B) and p’ is oneeone. Hence 
p’(c,) is not a solution of (2) and therefore O(q(c,,),..., q(c,J) holds as q(c,J = 
p’(cIE). Thus q restricted to {c,, ,..., c,} is a solution in this case. 
Now suppose c, E cl{c, ,..., c,,-r}. Let 4(x, c, ,..., c,-~) be the irre- 
ducible formula over co ,..., c,-i by which c, is defined and suppose 
m f= 3!kc~(x, co )...) c+r) where k is minimal and #, K can be effectively 
determined since !lJI has decidable irreducible formulas and is recursively 
presented. Let q(cJ be the first element d in the enumeration of cl D’ such 
that d # q(c,) for any i < n and %II /= $(d, q(c,),..., q(c&). Since q restricted 
to hJ ,..., c,J is elementary by the induction hypothesis 
YJl I= 3 !7%(Z., q(c,),. . . , den-1)). 
Now there are at most k - 1 elements among co ,..., c,-r satisfying 
$4 co >...I G-1 ) so there are at most k - 1 elements among q(c,,),..., q(& as 
q is elementary. Hence such a d exists. Since ‘9X is recursively presented we 
can calculate the first such element d. 
Now let 8(c, ,..., c,) be any formula (not involving c,+, , c,+a ,...). Since Z/J 
(as defined above) is irreducible, 
Since q restricted to (cO ,..., c,J is elementary by hypothesis 
NOW 9~ I= #(d, q(c,),..., q(&) so 9X k= 4&J,..., q(cn-l), 4, where d = 
q(c,). Hence q restricted to {c,, ,..., cn} is elementary. 
Induction now yields that q is an elementary monomorphism on 
{Gl , Cl ,“’ } = cl D. Since we have an explicit determination of q(c,J for each 
71, q is partial recursive. This completes the proof of part (b). 
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(c) A back and forth argument rather than the forth only argument 
above yields a map 4 of cl D onto cl D’ given a one-one map of A onto A’. 
Now if x E cl A then p(B supp{~}) _C A’, hence clp(B supp(x}) C cl A’. 
But q(x) E cl q(B supp{x}) = clp(B supp{x}) by the definition of 4. Hence 
q(x) E cl A’. Therefore 4 maps cl A into cl A’ and 4-l maps cl A’ into cl A. 
Therefore q maps cl A onto cl A’. 
Finally since B is recursively $-equivalent to the natural numbers, the 
hypothesis of (b) is satisfied if, and only if, A is recursively $-equivalent 
to A’. Therefore part (c) follows and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
In order to establish the form of the converse we prove we need the notion 
of “sound basis” (CN). An algebraically closed subset a of ‘24 is said to be 
soundly based if there is a recursively enumerable independent set B such that 
a n B is a basis for a. We call a n B a sound basis for a. Now we prove the 
lemma which yields the main theorem. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose Bf, Cf are recursively enumerable independent sets 
such that B = B+ n a and C = C+ n a are (sound) bases for a. Then B is 
recursively equivalent to C (as sets), that is, there is a one-one partial recursive 
function mapping B onto C. 
Proof. We follow Dekker [6]. I f  a is finite dimensional then the 
cardinalities of B and C are equal and finite and the theorem follows. So we 
assume a is infinite dimensional. 
We may further assume B+ C cl C+. For if not, let B* = Bf n cl Cf. 
Then B C B* since B _C a C cl 0 and, of course, B* is a recursively enu- 
merable independent set. 
Now put C* = 0 n cl Bf, then we have 
B _C B+ _C cl 0, c c c* c c+, C” _C cl Bf. 
Let (c,J be an effective enumeration of C*. We shall uniformly effectively 
exchange each element c, of C* for an element 6, of B+. If  b, ,..., b, have 
been defined set 
B,+ = (B+ - {b, ,..., b,)) u {co ,..., c,}, 
B,=B,+na. 
Let a+ = cl B+. 
Say that cO ,..., c, can be exchanged for b, ,..., b, if (i)-(iii) below hold. 
(9 %+ is a basis for a+ uniformly recursively enumerable in n. 
(ii) ci E C if, and only if, bi E B for i < n, 
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(iii) B, _C B,+ and B, is a sound basis for a. We find for each n an 
element b, such that cO ,..., c, can be exchanged for b, ,..., b, . 
Suppose that b, has been exchanged for c, for all m < n. 
B,+ supp{~~+r) is a finite subset of B,+ which is not a subset of {c,, ,..., c,} 
since {c, ,..., ca+r} is independent. So at least one element of B,+ supp{c,+r} is 
in B+ - (6, ,..., b,}, that is, 
D, = B,-l- SUPP(C~+~) n (B+ - (6, ,..., b,}) 
is a finite nonempty set. Now 
c,+~ E cl(u{C+ supp(d}: d E D,} u {co ,..., c,}), 
but C+ is independent, so 
c,+r E u{C+ supp{d): d E D,} u {co ,..., cn}. 
Since c,+r $ {cO ,..., cn) we therefore have 
cn+l E C+ SuppW for some d E:D, . 
Let 6,+1 be the Ieast such element (considered as a natural number) of 
D, . b,+r $ {b, ,..., b,} by construction. We claim cO ,..., c,+r can be exchanged 
for b, ,..., b,+r . 
First we observe 
Bit+;,, = (Bn+ - &+& u {~a+11 
since c,+r E C+ supp{b,+,} implies b,+r $ (cO ,..., c,}. 
Ad (i). B,+ is clearly recursively enumerable uniformly in n. If  
c,+r E cl(B,+ - {&+r}) then B,+ ~upp{c~+~} C B,+ - {b,+r}. But then 
b,+, E D, _C B,+ - {b,+,) which is a contradiction, so 
cm+1 $ Wn+ - {h+J). (3) 
By the same induction hypothesis 
k+l tf cW+ - {bn+lH. (4) 
Now 
C n+1 E cWn+ - &+,I) u Pn+lH 
so we may apply Exchange Lemma 2.3 by virtue of (3) and (4) to obtain 
&+I E WL+ - hz+,H u &+I>). 
Hence a+ = cl B,+ = cl Bi+,, . 
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Now we show Bz+;,, is independent. First c,+r $ cl(Bz+:,, - {c*+~}) = 
,cIf:li(B {b,,,}) by (3). Suppose ci E cl(Bz+,, - {ci}) where i < n. Then 
c; $ cl(B 
+ - {Ci P ha+& ” {coz+d). 
a’ - (ci 2 brz+3) by 
G+~ $ cl(B,+ - {ci 9 &+I)) by (3) and 
th e induction hypothesis. Hence we may apply 
the Exchange Lemma 2.3 to obtain 
contradicting (3). Finally suppose bi E cl(Bz+r - I&}) where i > n + 1 then 
the above argument yields 
cm+1 E cWn+ - @n+d) ” V4 = WL+ - @,+d; 
again contradicting (3). Therefore Bi,, is independent. 
Ad (ii). We only need show clzfl E C if, and only if, b,+i E B. I f  c,+~ E C 
then B,+ supp{~~+~} C B, . So D, C B, n B+ - {b, ,..., b,} C B and b,+l E D, 
so ZI,+~ E B. 
Conversely, if b,,, E B then b,n+l E cl B = cl C so C+ ~upp(6,+~} C C 
and therefore c,+~ E C. 
Ad (iii). Trivially B,+l C B;t,, . By the induction hypothesis B, is a 
basis for a. I f  b,+1 $ B then c,+, & C, Bnfl = B, and there is nothing to 
prove. Now suppose b.n+l E B and c,+~ E C. Then just as for (i) (but without 
pluses) 
and 
a = cl B, = cl B,,, and B,,, is independent. This completes the induction, 
Now set p(c,J = b, for all n. Clearlyp is a one-one partial recursive function 
such that 
c, E C if, and only if, p(ca) E B. 
We now show that p maps C onto B. 
We immediately have p(C) C B. Suppose b E B - p(C). Let B” = p(C) then 
B-p(C)=B-B”2B+-B”. 
Therefore, for all 11, b E B+ - {b, ,..., b,-,} C B-f. I f  b = c, then Bz-_, 
suPP@n1 = @> and Dnwl = B;f;-, supp{c,J n (B* - {b, ,..., b&) = {b), 
hence b, = b. We therefore have b # c, for all n so b 6 (co ,..., c~}. 
On the other hand, b E B C cl C Z cl Cf. 
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Let n be the least number such that C+supp(b}C{c,,...,c,}. Then b~cl{c,,...,c,) 
and yet b E B+ - {b, ,..., b,). That is, (B+ - (b, ,..., b,}) u {co ,..., c,} is not 
independent. Therefore B - p(C) = o ; that is, B = p(C) and p is onto. 
This completes the proof. 
MAIN THEOREM 3.5. Suppose 1)32 satisfies the conditions listed just before 
Definition 3.1 and a, b are subsystems of ‘2Jt. 
I f  A, B are sound bases for a, b and a is ‘%R-recursively equivalent to b then 
A is recursively equivalent to B (as sets). 
Proof. Suppose a is !LN-recursively equivalent to b and p is a one-one 
partial recursive function which maps a isomorphically onto b. Let A, be a 
recursively enumerable independent set containing A and A, = A, n 
domain p, then p(A) is a basis for b contained in the recursively enumerable 
independent set p(A,) since p preserves independence. That is, p(A,) is 
a sound basis for 6. By the lemma p(A) is recursively equivalent to B. But 
then A is recursively equivalent to B as A is recursively equivalent to p(A) 
and the relation is transitive. 
If  a is a field (contained in A’) then we may extend the definition of sound 
basis to a using the verbatim definition given for algebraically closed subfields. 
Then we obtain the corollary described in the Introduction, that is to say, 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let a, b be subflelds of 2T (not necessarily algebraically 
closed). If a is T-recursively equivalent to b and a, b are soundly based then 
any sound bases of a, b are recursively equivalent (as sets). 
Proof. Let a+, b+ be the algebraic closures of a, 6. Then a+ is 
the algebraic closure of the sound basis for a and similarly for b+. Therefore 
by Theorem 3.2(b) a+ is s-recursively equivalent to bf. But then by 
Theorem 3.5 the sound bases of a, b are recursively equivalent as sets. 
By virtue of this corollary the transcendence degree of soundly based 
fields is well-defined and uniquely determined. 
We say that an LIJZ-RET X is soundly based if some a E YJI has a sound basis. 
It is easy to see that if a, b are W-recursively equivalent and a has a sound 
basis then so does b. However, even if a has a sound basis, it can only have 
countably many such as there are only countably many recursively enumerable 
sets. On the other hand it has uncountably many bases if infinite dimensional, 
for if {bi : i = 0, 1, 2,...} is any basis, then {bi : ie S} u {bi + b,+l : i$ S} is 
a basis for any subset S of the natural numbers. 
We say that an m-recursive equivalence type X is soundly based if some 
representative a E X is soundly based. The main theorem then yields the 
following definition. 
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DEFINITION 3.7. If X is a soundly based m-RET then dim X = 
$-RET(B) for any B which is a sound basis for some a E X. 
By Theorem 3.5 and [CN, Sect. 301 it is easy to obtain 
THEOREM 3.8. The operation cl induces a function V from $-RETs to 
m-RETs which is one-one. If  the !Jll-type X is soundly based then 
V(dimX) = X. M oreover, V maps Dedekind $-RETs onto soundly based 
Dedekind ‘!I&RETs [CN, De&ition 13.51. 
A proof will be found in [3]. 
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